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TRADE DRESS PROTECTION AND THE CONFUSION WITH
DESIGN PATENTS
PART TWO: DESIGN PATENTS
by
Roy J. Girasa*
Richard J. Kraus**

INTRODUCTION
There are two major forms of protection given to
ornamental designs of a particular product, namely protection
given by In Part One of this article we reviewed the protection
given under trademark law which has, as its basis, the
prevention of confusion to consumers who seek to purchase a
particular product having the unique, non-functional
ornamental appearance of a product or packaging. In this Part
Two, we will explore the protection granted under patent law
which seeks to protect any new, original and ornamental design
in a manufactured product. We will make a comparison both
between a design patent and the more common form of utility
patents as well as between a design patent and trade dress
protection. Parenthetically, we will also include a discussion of
the possible applicability of copyright law to the unique
designs of a product.
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DESIGN PATENT PROTECTION

Design Patent
Patents are protected by the U.S. Patent Act under Title
35 of the U.S. Code. The Act states:
§I 0 I Patents patentable.

Whoever invents or discovers any new and
useful process, machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter, or any new and useful
improvement thereof, may obtain a patent
therefor, subject to the conditions and
requirements of this title.
§ 171. Patents for design.
Whoever invents any new, original and
ornamental design for an article of manufacture
may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the
conditions and requirements of this title. The
provisions of this title relating to patents for
inventions shall apply to patents for designs,
except as otherwise provided.
Protection is given to the appearance of an article of
manufacture and not to its functionality or utility which are
covered by a utility patent.' The latter protects a process, a
product, an invention, or a composition of matter. A design
patent relates only to the visual ornamental characteristics
embodied in or applied to a manufactured item. It may
constitute the configuration or shape of an article, to the
surface ornamentation applied to an article, or to a combination
of a configuration and the surface ornamentation. It must be an

inseparable part of the manufactured article; it must have a
definite pattern of surface ornamentation? The protection is
narrow, limited to what is shown in the drawings in the patent
and limited onl? to the novel ornamental features of the
patented design. The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office has
4
classified design patents into 33 categories. It is necessary to
apply to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office which examines
and grants protection to any person meeting the statutory and
regulatory standards ofthe Office.5 .
The design need not be obvious to the user but may be
located out-of-view. In Seiko Epson Corp. v. Nu-Kote Int 'l,
Inc } the issue arose concerning the validity of the design and
shape of ink cartridges that were not in view after its
installation and during its use in the printer. The District Court
said that the consumer was not concerned with the design of
the cartridge and, thus, was not a valid design patent. The U.S.
Court of Appeals reversed the lower Court's decision stating
that: "The validity of a design patent does not require that the
article be visible throughout its use; it requires only that the
design of an article of manufacture and that the design meets
the requirements of Title 35 [the Patent Act]." The Court cited
a case involving a design patent for a hip prosthesis that was no
longer in view after implementation that also was found to be
protected. 7 It further noted that the ornamental design need not
be esthetically pleasing; although a design is for a useful
article, furthermore, its patentability is to be based on the
article's design rather than its use.
The following table compares the law governing design
patents with the regulation of utility patents.
Table 1. Summary Comparison ofDesign Patents with Utility
8
Patents
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1 tty Pa tents
UtT
14-year protection
Must contain only one claim
Protects only ornamental
features of article
Must be non- functional
Must be new and non-obvious

Relatively inexpensive and
easy to file
No maintenance fees for life
of patent
No provisional patents
_Qermitted
No pre-issue publication of
design patent applications
No protection from Patent
Cooperation Treaty

Design Patents
20-year protection
May have multiple claims
Protects entire invention or
process
Must be functional
Must be new, non-obvious,
and useful
Complex and expensive to file
Maintenance fees to be paid
three times during life of
patent
Provisional patents permitted
Pre-issue of utility patent
applications
Protection from Patent
Cooperation Treaty

The Expiration of Design Patents and the Continuation of
Trade Dress Protection:
Whether an expired design patent may allow the patent
holder to claim trade dress protection has yet to be determined
by the Supreme Court. But the Court did determine, as
described above, that the expiration of a utility patent would
most likely preclude the holder from trade dress protection.
The reasoning in TrajFix, however, may not be applicable to
design patents. Unlike a functional utility patent, § 171 of the
Patent Act gives design patent protection to a "new, original
and ornamental design for an article of manufacture." One
author has suggested that if and when the issue is presented to
the Supreme Court, the Court would likely hold that "trade

dress law cannot be used to ' extract' subject matter that is in
9
the public domain by virtue of an expired patent."
Two post- TrajFix lower court cases are relevant.
10
Keystone Mfg. Co. , Inc. v. Jaccard Corp., described District
Court cross-motions to construe the defendant's expired utility
patent and the claim by the defendant of trade dress
infringement. The defendant claimed that its design patent gave
rise to a presumption that the ornamental design on an expired
utility patent for a meat tenderizer was non-functional and thus
is entitled to trade dress protection. The Court determined that
the defendant's assertion of a presumption of non-functionality
was not warranted. The Court noted that other District Court
decisions had reasoned that: "[b ]ecause a design patent is
granted only for non-functional designs, it can serve as
evidence that a plaintiffs trade dress is not functional" and that
a design patent presumptively indicates that design is not de
jure functional. 11 The Court, however, refused to find a
presumption of non-functionality. It cited the treatise of J.
Thomas McCarthy, 1 McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair
Competition 7:93 (41h ed. 2005). McCarthy stated that "while a
design patent is some evidence of non-functionality, alone it is
not sufficient without other evidence." The case was to
continue in order to gather evidence of the merits of the
respective claims.
The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld a District
Court decision in Fuji Kogyo Co., Ltd. v. Pacific Bay Int 'I.,
Inc. 12 The plaintiff, Fuji, had appealed from an adverse
decision of the District Court which dismissed its action for
alleged infringement of its registered and unregistered
trademarks. Fuji had previously applied for and been granted
certain utility and design patents concerning fishing line guides
on a fishing rod. The plaintiff then learned of a competitor's
intent to market similar guides upon the expiration of the utility
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patents. Fuji then registered its product designs as trademarks.
The trademark claims were based on a portion of the fishing
guides consisting of legs forming a " V" design. The District
Court determined that the trademark product configurations
were functional and thus beyond trademark protection. 13 The
Court of Appeals agreed. It noted that: "The ultimate goal of
the patent system is to bring new designs and technologies into
the public domain through disclosure." 14 Once the protective
period of 20 years for utility patents has expired, "knowledge
of the invention inures to the people, who are thus enabled
without restriction to practice it and profit by its use. 15
The question of whether design patents and trade dress
protection are mutually exclusive, then, remains to be
16
determined. It appears at this juncture that a possessor of a
design patent may also claim trade dress common law
trademark protection under limited circumstances. Earlier
precedents emphasized that, upon the expiration of a patent, the
subject matter becomes public property. 17 But the Court of
Customs and Patent Appeals (now the Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit) in 1964 decided that trademark rights are
independent of patent rights; the expiration of patent protection
has no effect on the determination of trademark rights. 18 Later
cases appear to confirm the independence of patent from
trademark rights. Each claim must be looked at separately to
determine whether to permit a claim for protection under either
or both forms of intellectual property protection. 19 The ultimate
determination will likely come from the Supreme Court. It did
deny trade dress protection after the expiration of a utility
patent in the TrajFix case but the basis of its reasoning was the
functionality of the claimed mechanism. 20 A design patent,
however, may contain essential elements of a product that are
merely ornamental and may be, then, the basis for trade dress
protection.

AN ADDED PROTECTION:
WITH TRADE DRESS

COPYRIGHT COUPLED

A copyright is the protection given to a person for
the expression of an idea, such as a book, poem, musical
composition, dance movements and other such creations.
Copyright law today has its legal basis in the U.S. Constitution
and in statutory enactments.21 Copyright protection is given to
"original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of
expression, now known or later developed, from which they
can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated,
either directly or with the aid of a machine or device."22 It is
not enough to have a creative thought or concept. It must
" fixed" in a tangible medium of expression, such as in a copy
that may be seen, reproduced, or communicated in a somewhat
permanent form. Works of authorship include but are not
limited to: ( l) literary works; (2) musical works, including the
accompanying words; (3) dramatic works including any
accompanying music ; (4) pantomimes and choreographic
works; (5) pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works; (6) motion
pictures and other audiovisual works; (7) sound recordings; and
(8) architectural works.23 The work to be protected must be
original, i.e., not a duplication from a prior work. It need not
be useful, as patented products or processes often are.

Knitwaves Inc. v. Lollytog Ltd. 24 illustrates the
interplay of copyright and trademark trade issues. The District
Court issued a permanent injunction and other relief against a
sweater manufacturer finding a violation of both the Copyright
Act, the Lanham Act and the New York statute prohibiting
unfair competition. In 1990, the plaintiff, Knitwaves, had
introduced its "Ecology Group" collection of sweaters. The
company's "Leaf Sweater" was a multicolored striped sweater
with puffy leaf appliques; its "Squirrel Cardigan" had a squirrel
and leaves applied onto its multipaneled front. The defendant
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copied the styles in 1992 as part of its competing line of
sweaters. The Court of Appeals upheld the finding of a
copyright violation but reversed as to the finding of a trade
dress violation.
The Court, citing §101 of the Copyright Act, 25 stated
that clothes are not copyrightable as useful articles that have an
intrinsic utilitarian function rather than merely to portray the
appearance of the article to convey information. 26 On the other
hand, fabric designs, as that of the art work on the plaintiffs
sweaters, are considered to be "writings" and are protected
27
To prove infringement of a valid
under copyright law.
copyright, the plaintiff is required to prove:

(1) The defendant has actually copied the
plaintiffs work; and (2) the copying is illegal
because a substantial similarity exists between
the defendant's work and the protectable
elements of plaintiffs. 28
The Court denied defendant's contention that its copy was not
substantially similar to that of the plaintiffs sweaters. The test
of "substantial similarity" is the "ordinary observer test" which
means whether "an average observer would recognize the
alleged copy as having been appropriated from the copyrighted
29
work." The Court agreed with the District Court that there
was overwhelming similarity of the sweaters "total concept and
feel" with that of the plaintiff, even though there were some
differences. 30
On the other hand, the Court reversed the District
Court's decision of a finding of a trade dress violation; under
the functionality doctrine the alleged violation would be
defeated. The doctrine applies even to features of a product that
31
The primary purpose of the
are purely ornamental.
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Knitwaves' sweaters was not source identification but rather
was aesthetic. The sweaters did not meet the first requirement
of an action under §43(a) of the Lanham Act because they were
not used as a mark to identify or distinguish the source of the
articles. To prevail in the case, the plaintiff would have to
prove that its dress is distinctive of the source and that there is
a likelihood that consumers would be confused as to the source
of the product as being either that of the plaintiff or that of the
defendant. 32 "To establish that trade dress is distinctive of a
particular source, a plaintiff must demonstrate that it is
'inherently distinctive' or that it has become distinctive through
acquiring 'secondary meaning' to the consuming public." 33 The
test for trade dress was whether the product's ornamental
features served as a designator of the origin of the product, that
is, whether a buyer of the sweater would immediately
differentiate it from those of competitors. Because the primary
objective of Knitwaves was aesthetic rather than source
identification, the Court refused to find a violation of trade
dress. 34
The Court of Appeals in Brighton Collectibles, Inc. v.
Renaissance Group lntn 'P 5 upheld the District Court's
decision enJOimng the defendant, Renaissance, from
distributing purses that were manufactured with dangling
hearts similar to watches manufactured by the plaintiff. The
Court determined that there were several major similarities
between Renaissance ' s heart and the heart copyrighted by the
plaintiff. A likelihood of confusion existed among customers
purchasing the defendant's purses because the customers were
familiar with the size, shape, and color of the plaintiffs
decorative watch design. The defendant could manufacture and
use an ornamental dangling heart provided it was not
confusingly similar to the dangling heart made by the plaintiff.
The Court also based its decision upon trade dress protection
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violations, noting that the "total image" of the dangling heart of
both parties was similar. 36
37

In Blue Nile, Inc. v. Odimo Inc., the District Court
noted that the plaintiff owned and operated a fine jewelry retail
business, making sales through its three websites. Defendants
operated similar businesses and also sold products through
their respective websites. The plaintiff claimed that the
defendants copied elements of the plaintiffs websites protected
by the Copyright Act, and that the defendants copied the "look
and feel" of plaintiffs diamond search webpage. The Court
analyzed the claim for trade dress infringement. It denied
defendants' request for dismissal of the claim on the basis of
the alleged preemption of §30 1 of the Copyright Act over
claims arising under state common law or statutes. 38 The Court
stated that §301 does not limit rights or remedies under other
federal statutes although courts have limited the application of
the Lanham Act when copyright interests are at issue. 39 The
claim of "look and feel" under trade dress common law
trademark, furthermore , although novel, survives the motion to
dismiss because it is a theory outside the Copyright Act. 40 The
difference is whether the claim of "look and feel" arises out of
the expression of an idea that is the province of copyright or is
the idea itself, which is outside the purview of copyright. In
addition, there appeared to be support for trade dress "look and
feel" claims in a number of law review articles and several
unpublished District Court cases. The solution must be left to
proof elicited at the trial of the action.41
The Court of Appeals denied copyright protection to a
RIBBON RACK, a bicycle holding rack made of bent tubes in
Brandir Int'l, Inc. v. Cascade Pacific Lumber Co. 42 The
plaintiff Brandir claimed that the wire sculpture which inspired
the RIBBON RACK was initially displayed in the artist's home
as a means of personal expression, but was never sold; that

allegedly the creation of the wire sculpture in the shape of a
bicycle was never thought to be utilitarian in nature.
The Court cited in part the legislative history of the
Copyright Act. The House Committee's intention was not to
grant copyright protection to the shape of an industrial product
that may be aesthetically pleasing and valuable unless it was
43
separable from the utilitarian aspects of the article. It adopted
44
the test offered by Professor Robert Denicola who stated that
"the statutory directive requires a distinction between works of
industrial design and works whose origins lie outside the
design process, despite the utilitarian environment in which
they appear."45 The Court concluded that "if design elements
reflect a merger of aesthetic and functional considerations, the
artistic aspects of a work cannot be said to be conceptually
separabl.e from the utilitarian elements. Conversely, where
design elements can be identified as reflecting the designer's
artistic judgment exercised independently of functional
influences, conceptual separability exists.' 4 6 Accordingly,
although the bicycle RIBBON Rack had aesthetic aspects,
nevertheless, there were no artistic elements that were
separable and independent from the utilitarian aspects of the
product. 47 The Court remanded the case to the District Court,
however, for a plenary consideration as to with respect to
whether trade dress protections offered by the Lanham Act
48
may have been violated by the defendant.
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF TRADE DRESS
AND DESIGN PATENT PROTECTIONS
Commentators49 have noted that design patents are
weak patents and should be used sparingly. These patents
protect only the ornamental exterior design of an object and not
the idea or the invention itself. Both modes of protection
nevertheless may well constitute part of an arsenal of weapons
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to be used to prosecute claims against alleged infringers.
Claims under these two modes of protection, joined with state
claims of unfair competition, may offer significant protections
for the owner of the claimed rights. Protection of a product's
design may be critical to a company. The design serves as an
important marketing tool for the product's sale and
distribution; just prior to the introduction of Apple Computer's
iPod, for example, Apple filed for a protective design patent. 50
The following table compares the law governing trade
dress protection with the regulation of design patents. It will
assist the determination of methods needed to protect the
owner of claimed rights.

Takes place when connection
to a company is demonstrated
Must be proven in court
Relief generally of injunction
and must prove damages
Protection against
reproduction of similar article
and protect reputation and
source of the product
Requires distinctiveness in the
marketplace

utility patent
Has demonstrable property
right as a patent grant
Presumption of validity at a
trial
Compensatory and statutory
damages for infringement
including infringer's profits
Seeks to protect a specific
design

Owner may receive rights
prior to a sale

Table 2: Summary Comparison of Trade Dress with Design
51
Patent
Des1gn Patent
Non-functional item

Indefinite renewal of
trademark
Normally requires secondary
meaning (source
identification) and avoid
confusion
Common law trademark

May concern multiple claims
Protected without
governmental filing

Trade Dress
Non-functional but may be
functional if ornamental or
surface decoration dominates
14-year protection
Must be new and nonobvious; need not be useful or
have secondary meaning
Requires examination and
issuance by U.S . Patent and
Trademark Office
Must include only a single
claim
Costly process of filing
though much less than an

EXTRATERRITORIAL EFFECTS OF AN INJUNCTION
WHICH SEEKS TO PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF AN
OWNER
A court will almost always grant an injunction barring a
defendant from abusing an alleged trademark or patent right
upon a finding that a plaintiff is likely to succeed in its claim of
a violation of such an intellectual property right. A difficulty
may arise concerning the injunction's extraterritorial effect.
This issue appeared in Fun-Mental Too, Ltd. v. Gemmy
Industries Corp. 52The defendant Gemmy had manufactured the
allegedly infringing toys through its Chinese factory. The
company now claimed that the injunction issued against it by
the District Court was an improper extension of the Lanham
Act to a foreign jurisdiction. The Court in determining the
issue cited Steele v. Bulova Watch Co. 53 This Supreme Court
decision set forth a three-fold test for analyzing the
extraterritorial reach of the Lanham Act. The test requires a
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court to address the following questions: (1) does the
defendant's conduct have a substantial effect on United States
commerce; (2) is the defendant a United States citizen; and (3)
is there an absence of conflict with trademark rights established
under federal law? The Court answered all three questions in
the affirmative and asserted the extraterritorial effect of the
injunction. The Court further stated that federal courts have
previously granted injunctions for violations of the Lanham
Act but have also declined to do so on other occasions if the
three questions could not be answered affirmatively. 54
CONCLUSION
A manufacturer with a new design for a product has a
variety of legal measures that may offer assistance in
protecting the uniqueness of its creation. The menu of choices,
however, contains a certain degree of confusion. The choices
of federal protection include that of asserting trade dress and
design patent protections. But the Wai-Mart decision
differentiated product design and product package trade dress.
The choice will have to be whether to rely on the much longer
but less certain protection of trade dress trademark protection
or seek a 14-year monopoly by a design patent filing. We must
await the further determinations of the Supreme Court
concerning the relevant issues such as the use of trade dress
protection after the expiration of a design patent and other
relevant issues. It is imperative to seek counsel who is familiar
with the latest developments in this fluid area of the law.
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TELLING YOUR PARENTS YOU'RE DRINKING TOO
MUCH-FERPA'S PARENTAL NOTIFICATION
EXCEPTION
by
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BACKGROUND
It is perhaps a parent's worst nightmare: their child is
away at a college or university, presumably completing courses
and participating in a social life when the telephone rings.
University officials inform the parents that their child is dead
from a drug overdose or binge drinking. The parents were
completely unaware of any problem with their child, or thought
that any problems were under control. The University, on the
other hand, has been aware of a problem with the student, but
has not informed the parents until it is too late. Or, perhaps the
parents did contact the school and were refused information
about their son or daughter.
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